Matter is formless. This statement seems illogical to the modern human but let me explain this
to you so you can grasp my meaning. Fist, a quick modern definition of Matter is, of course as we all
know, atoms: protons, neutron and electrons. More specifically, mater occupies Space-Time as a sensed
object, that is, it is felt, tasted, seen, touched, etc (as most people think). So why is it formless?
First of all, the universe is not created, nor is it creating anything, it is not a “finished
physical” thing, it is a unmanifest formless void. I am trying to put this in words that are easily
understood. The human mind tends to assume the universe is a “finished” product, but this is 100%
impossible because of the simple fact that it is in a state of constant change. Now, we all know the
craziness of quantum mechanics, specifically the “measurement problem”, only certain information is
gained at any one point of Time, this is why: If something, like an electron, is always moving, of course it
could never be found. Something that is in constant motion does not occupy a single Space it occupies
all Spaces and hence the probability function of Matter. It is only when it is observed does it take on a
single Space and therefore it can be perceived. This mere act of observation is limited to the observer’s
sense instruments regardless of any technological device, because of this constant motion the electron
remains obscure. This applies to the universe as a whole, it is always in an incessant motion, therefore it
cannot ever be a “concrete” entity.
Matter is obviously a single substance composed out of the same eternal indestructible
units we call ‘atoms’. The illusion of Matter diversity is just that, an illusion, the underlying composition
of Matter is the same for all objects in existence, thus it is not many things it is one thing. It is formless
because 1) it is in a constant change thus it cannot be a concrete thing. 2) The sense organs of creatures
limit perception of the full capacity of Matter. 3) All creatures perceive the world only according to the
disposition of their genetic makeup. These three things prove that Matter is an abstract thing that is
formless and only takes on form due to the assumed conceptions of the human mind and the sense
organs of all living things. When I speak of Matter, I also include energy, for energy is just the massless
part of Matter and the less mass something has the faster it moves, this does not change it from matter
to something else, motion does not rearrange the construction only new abilities are gained.
We are living in a CREATING universe, this also means that the living creature, if they have
enough intelligence, can perceive 100000X times more when they realize the plasticity of the universe.
For those who are following along, there are 7 fundamental types of motion which render the universe
at Light Speed, this motion gains mass and “forms matter” (by this is mean the 7 atomic orbitals), mass
is the slowing down of Motion to be perceived by the senses, it is a very convincing trick that leads 99%
of humans believe the solidity and physicality of nature. Human have the ability to subjectively change
the very fabric of reality, its like a computer generating virtual worlds out basic ingredients such as
numbers. Matter is the formless ingredient that can be manipulated using the Mind to be something
entirely different than what is considered “normal”. Let me be clear, this is a SUBJECTIVE science, it only
applies to the living creatures itself through their eyes because they have gained the ability to form
something from a formless substance.
Matter is the paint, the Mind is the canvas, Consciousness is the brush. I really feel I do
not need to explain more as if you cannot understand why something that is always moving can never
have a single form, then this paper is not for you, this science is not for you. This is a mere taste of
something that modern humankind has yet to even imagine in their wildest dreams. Matter is
unmanifested because it cannot accurately be located because of Motion! It is formless because it is

unmanifested and not in any “set” physical state! The illusion of physicality is because of your sense
organs people and your preconceived ideas of reality, this really seems like basic “Understanding the
Universe”! Even when scientists see the quantum world, they’re seeing all this that I am saying yet they
have no idea what to make of it! I 100% understand quantum mechanics, not because I am smart, or a
genius, but because I realize the innate non-physically of the universe. Drop all your conclusions,
philosophies, and concrete dualistic thought, only then will you ever be able to see past yourself and
stare into the Void of Truth.
If you are with me so far, maybe you have a glimpse on the science of Death…

